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Abstract 
Liniger, W., F. Odeh and V. Hara, A second-order sparse factorization method for Poisson’s equation with 
mixed boundary conditions, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 44 (1992) 201-218. 
We propose an algorithm for solving Poisson’s equation on general two-dimensional regions with an arbitrary 
distribution of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. The algebraic system, generated by the five-point 
star discretization of the Laplacian, is solved iteratively by repeated direct sparse inversion of an approximat- 
ing system whose coefficient matrix - the preconditioner - is second-order both in the interior and on the 
boundary. The present algorithm for mixed boundary value problems generalizes a solver for pure Dirichlet 
problems (proposed earlier by one of the authors in this journal (1989)) which was found to converge very fast 
for problems with smooth solutions. The generalized algorithm appears to have similarly advantageous 
convergence properties, at least in a qualitative sense. 
Keywords: Fast solver; general regions; Dirichlet and Neumann conditions; factorization method; Precondi- 
tioned Conjugate Gradient method. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we propose an algorithm for the fast solution of Poisson’s equation on general 
two-dimensional regions with an arbitrary distribution of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 
conditions. This algorithm represents a modification and generalization of a solver for Dirichlet 
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problems proposed in [5]. It is of semi-direct type, i.e., it produces a convergent sequence [ock)}, 
k=O, 1, 2..., of approximations to the solution v of an algebraic system 
Av=r, (14 
associated with a consistent discretization of Poisson’s equation 
-Au=f, (1.2) 
say by the familiar five-point star (FPS) finite-difference operator ~2. The approximations UC“), 
on the other hand, are obtained by repeated direct solution of a system 
Mv=s, (1.3) 
with appropriate right-hand sides. Here M is some “approximation” of A and decomposes into 
two sparse triangular factor matrices L and U. The solution of (1.3) is obtained trivially by a 
forward and backward solve: 
Lw=s, uv =w. 
A simple iterative scheme for solving (1.1) is defined by 
(1.4) 
M&(k) = _#’ 7 
P 
(k) :=&-l) _ r 
vw = &- 1) + $‘, 
k=l,2,... . (1.5) 
Existing semi-direct algorithms of the type considered here use the Preconditioned Conjugate 
Gradient (PCG) method, or generalizations thereof, to accelerate the convergence of the 
iteration (1.5). Therefore, the matrix M is often referred to as the preconditioner. 
One way of defining a preconditioner is to carry out an incomplete LU or Choleski 
factorization of A. The Incomplete Choleski and Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) algorithms of [7] 
are methods of this type, as are the Modified Incomplete Choleski and Conjugate Gradient 
(MICCG) algorithms of [1,2]. In these algorithms, the rows of A are generated by a finite-dif- 
ference (or finite-element) approximation ti of -h*A, where h is the mesh size. Similarly, the 
rows of the sparse factor matrices L and U = LT produced by the incomplete Choleski 
decomposition represent local discretization operators _Y and their adjoints Z=_Y*, respec- 
tively, whose products &?=._YZ generate the rows of M. The preconditioner M is said [2,8] to 
be of order o relative to a consistent approximation JX? of - h*A, if at all points of the region 
-&)u = c,hWSwu + higher-order terms, (1.6) 
for any sufficiently smooth function u. Here SW is a differential operator of order o. For 
example, the ICCG and MICCG preconditioners are of orders w = 0 and 1, respectively. 
Preconditioners of higher orders were investigated by various authors [3,8,9]. Note that a 
preconditioner of order 3 - if it existed - would represent a first-order accurate consistent 
discretization. It would thus be a direct one-pass solver producing a first-order accurate 
solution. 
In [5], a preconditioner for solving Dirichlet problems was defined which, in the sense of the 
formal definition given above, is of order 3 both in the interior of the region and at grid points 
near the boundary. This, however, is misleading because the error constant, i.e., the coefficient 
I c3 ) of the leading term of the local truncation error, is bounded above not by O(1) but by 
O(h-I). This is due to a mild instability in the recursive construction of the operators A, 
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causing their entries to grow linearly from one side of the region to the other. As a 
consequence, 
(A?-_QI)U = y3h2g3u + y4h3S4u + . . . , (1.7) 
where the y’s are at most O(1) at all points of the region. The preconditioner in question thus 
seems to be only of order 2. Notice, however, that the leading error term of a second-order 
preconditioner normally involves a second-order differential operator, whereas in (1.7) it 
involves a third-order operator. 
In [5] it was demonstrated that, for smooth problems, the iterative refinement scheme (1.51 
converges very rapidly to the solution of the FPS discretization. Rather surprisingly, it was also 
found that, for the Dirichlet problem the PCG algorithm greatly accelerates that convergence 
even though the matrix problem in question is not symmetric I. The fast convergence rates 
achieved in [5] are probably due to using a preconditioner of high order, as explained above. 
As mentioned earlier, the algorithm for solving mixed boundary value problems on general 
regions proposed in this paper represents a modification and generalization of a solver for 
Dirichlet problems studied in [5]. One modification is the use of a different type of stencil 
(templet) for the factor operator Z generating the upper triangular matrix U whose inversion 
constitutes the backward solve. A generalization is of course needed for creating formally 
consistent factorable approximations ZY of -hA2 at or near “Neumann points,” i.e., points of 
the boundary where Neumann conditions are specified. The modification of the %-stencil 
becomes necessary because the most obvious way of generalizing the approach taken in [5] to 
Neumann conditions leads to a greater degree of instability in the recursive construction of the 
factor operators than in the Dirichlet case. In fact, our first attempts at doing this failed 
because, in the presence of Neumann conditions, the operator entries were found to grow 
quadratically rather than linearly. This meant that the preconditioner in question was of lower 
order than for the Dirichlet problem and, in accordance with this, the convergence of the 
iterative refinement scheme was slower. It turns out that the use of %-stencils which are 
two-sided in one direction (rather than forward in both directions) preserves the linear growth 
of the operator entries and is thus a way of safeguarding the quality of the preconditioner in 
the presence of Neumann conditions. 
Another difficulty which has to be overcome in generalizing the algorithm to Neumann 
boundary conditions is the following. The above statement about the advantage of using 
two-sided %-stencils was found to be true only if these stencils are applied not only at interior 
points of the region but at Neumann points on the boundary as well. But if this is done, then, at 
most points of this type, the Y-stencils extend beyond the boundary and thus, to get the 
backward solve started, values of the solution at fictitious outside points would be required. It 
is shown in this paper that this can be avoided by a second modification of the algorithm in 
which, for the purpose of starting the backward solve, %-stencils at Neumann boundary points 
are replaced by consistent replacements thereof which pick up data only at interior and 
boundary points. This is done by splitting appropriate portions off the original %-operator, in 
an additive sense, namely portions which can consistently be expressed by given derivative data 
on the boundary and thus can be combined with the right-hand side. 
’ The lack of symmetry was due only to using an LU rather than a Choleski factorization. 
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For the mixed boundary value problem studied here, a generalized PCG algorithm might be 
applied to accelerate the convergence of the iteration, but in this paper only the “basic 
scheme” (1.5) is discussed, as are experiments with a simple acceleration scheme proposed in 
[41. 
We now outline the content of this paper. In Section 2 the recurrence relations for 
determining the factorable preconditioner operators at interior points of the region are 
derived. In Section 3 the discretizations at Neumann boundary points are derived, as are the 
modifications of the operators Z needed to restrict these operators to interior and boundary 
points. In Section 4 a starting procedure is given for the backward solve. Such a procedure is 
required because, in the presence of Neumann conditions, the backward solve is not completely 
a step-by-step calculation. In fact, at its initiation, a coupled system of O(n = h-‘) equations 
must be solved, but it is shown that this can be done by elimination at a cost which is negligibly 
small in comparison with the overall complexity of the algorithm, i.e., that of the operator 
construction and of a forward and backward solve. In Section 5 we summarize a simple scheme 
proposed in [4] for accelerating the convergence of the iterative refinement procedure. Finally, 
in Section 6 we give numerical test results for several mixed boundary value problems in 
comparison with the pure Dirichlet case. Note that the results for the latter are not identical 
with those given in [5] since in the present paper the Z-operators used at interior points are 
different. 
In conclusion we remark that solutions of problems with mixed boundary conditions usually 
have mild singularities at the points on the boundary where the type of boundary conditions 
changes. For example, on a straight piece of boundary, if P is such a point and (c, q) 
represents a local Cartesian coordinate system with origin at P and appropriate orientation of 
the axes, then the solution of Laplace’s equation in general has a singular component 
proportional to a((, n) = Re(@), where l= 5 + in. The numerical tests described in Section 6 
of this paper were carried out for a test problem whose exact solution is smooth by definition. 
In this case, no singularities are noticeable in the numerical solution either, i.e., the global 
error of the second-order accurate FPS discretization is observed to be O(h2) for h + 0, as 
expected. However, it is shown in [6] that for problems involving singularities at the changeover 
points of the boundary conditions this is not the case. For such problems, the FPS operator 
produces solutions which barely converge as h + 0. (The global error seems to be O(a) in 
that case.) It is also shown in [6] how this difficulty can be circumvented, i.e., how in the 
presence of singularities the full accuracy of the discretization can be restored without any grid 
refinement near the singular points. 
2. Factored discretization of the Laplacian 
We consider finite-difference operators _&? which are first-order accurate discretizations of 
the negative of the Laplacian, i.e., 
MU = -h2Au + O(h3), (2.1) 
where u is any sufficiently smooth function of the independent variables x and y, the region is 
discretized by a square mesh of size h, and the coordinate axes are oriented as shown in Fig. 
2.1. By construction, M is a product of two variable-coefficient local operators, 
J#Y=_fZ!%, (2.2) 
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Fig. 2.1. Orientation ofcoordinate Fig. 2.2. Stencils of factor opera- Fig. 2.3. Stencil of composite 
axes. tors. operator. 
and the factor operators are defined by the temple& shown in Fig. 2.2, meaning _Y’= I - bE, ’ 
- cE,’ and $Y = a - eE, -fE, - gE, E;‘. Here E, and E, are the forward shift operators in 
the X- and y-directions, respectively, I is the identity operator, and the circled entries identify 
the reference grid point (xi, yj) at which the operators are applied. Note that the reference 
entry of 9 is normalized to unity. By definition, nonsubscripted quantities are assigned to the 
reference point; for example, a := aij. Quantities associated with the grid point (x~+~, yj+,,) will 
be subscripted by the relative index shifts CL, v for example a,+, := ai+p,j+v. 
Consider the linear algebraic equations whose rows represent difference equations at all grid 
points of the region, ordered with respect to increasing j (in the y-direction) first, and with 
respect to increasing i (in the x-direction) second. Then the factor operator _E” (a backward 
operator with respect to both x and y) generates a lower triangular, block bi-diagonal matrix 
with ones on the main diagonal. Similarly, Z (which is forward with respect to x but 
“two-sided” with respect to y) gives rise to an upper triangular, block bi-diagonal matrix. The 
matrix M associated with the composite operator shown in Fig. 2.3 is sparsely factorable, 
provided the boundary conditions are discretized in an appropriate way as discussed in Section 
3 hereafter. 
The operator composition is defined by the relations 
B = a_,,,b, C = -L,ob, D=a o,-1c -h,ob, 
E = a + e_,,,b +fo-lc, F=f, (2.3) 
G = -go,-lc, H=g -e,,_,c, J=e. 
Formally, the composite operator is a consistent approximation of - h2A if and only if (iff) it 
operates like the latter on the functions 1, X, y, x2, xy and y *, and thus on all polynomials in x 
and y of degree < 2. If we denote the row-sums of the entries of J?’ by S,, p = - 1, 0, 1, i.e., 
S_, = -(B + C), So = E - D - F, S, = -(G + H + J), then the consistency conditions with 
respect to 1, x and x2 are satisfied iff S_ 1 + So + S, = 0, S, - S_, = 0 and S, + S_, = - 2; i.e., 
iff 
S,=S_,= -1, s,=2. (2.4) 
Accuracy with respect to the other three basis functions requires that Lxy =Ly = 0, and 
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Fig. 3.1. Discretization of mixed boundary problem. 
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Fig. 3.2. Operator composition, north boundary. 
Substitution of (2.3) in (2.4) and (2.5) yields the six recurrence relations 
1 
b = (a -f)-I,0 ’ 
l- (f-&I,& 
c = (a -g),,-1 ’ 
f=ao,-,c + (2°Fg)-,,,b, g=f -l,ob + (e + 2g)o,-lc, 
e = 1 -g+ (e +g),,_,c, a = 2 +f- (e +g)_,,,b + (u -f),,-,c 
for determining the entries of _Y and % at the reference point (i, j). 
(2.6) 
3. Discretization of the mixed boundary conditions 
The approach described in this paper is applicable on any irregularly shaped region bounded 
by piecewise rectilinear grid line segments (including multiply connected regions) but, for 
simplicity, it is explained here for the square region 0 G X, y < 1 discretized as shown in Fig. 
3.1. 
The present approach is also applicable with an arbitrary distribution of Dirichlet and 
Neumann boundary conditions but, again for simplicity, we assume that at most two changes 
from one type of condition to the other occur at arbitrary locations on each of the four sides of 
the region, as indicated schematically in Fig. 3.1. Boundary points at which Dirichlet or 
Neumann conditions are specified are marked by . and x and are simply referred to as 
Dirichlet and Neumann points, respectively. 
Let 
-Au=f (3.1) 
be the differential equation to be solved and let 
A?v=r (3.2) 
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be its discrete replacement, with Y := h2f except in the neighborhood of the boundary where 
terms are added to the right-hand side as shown hereafter. Equation (3.2) can be replaced by 
the factored equations 
_Yw=r, 2l/u=w, (3.3) 
defining the forward and backward solves respectively. To simplify the programming, unknowns 
are introduced at all boundary points, including the Dirichlet points. At the latter, the 
boundary condition u = u is realized by imposing the trivial “difference equation” Ic = u, 
respectively the factored equations Iw = u and lu = w. But special discretizations are required 
at the Neumann boundary points as explained hereafter. 
Consider first Neumann points on the “north” and “west” boundaries, defined by ((1, j); 
2 <j G n} and {(i, 1); 2 G i G n}, respectively, where the forward solve starts. Here, since the 
intermediate variable w will remain undefined at points outside of the‘region, the -Y-operators 
are replaced by “truncated” operators _E: which operate only on boundary and interior data. 
In particular, at the north-west corner (1, 1) this means that b = c = 0 and _E: is the identity 
operator, so that w = r and the forward solve is self-starting at that point. At other Neumann 
points on the north and west boundaries, the difference equation takes the form 
Mu =&“u f97.9 =r. (3.4) 
Here 4” :=_.Pt%/, and ,%? is a difference operator such that, to first order of accuracy, .%‘v can 
be replaced by h9u where g is a differential operator involving only given values of the 
normal derivative. The factorable difference equation then takes the form 
_d”u=r’:=r-h9u. (3.5) 
On the west boundary, and on the “east” and “south” boundaries defined by {(i, II + 1); 
1 < i < n) and {(n + 1, j>; 1 <j -G it + l}, respectively, the standard Z! operators defined in (2.2) 
extend beyond the boundary in question. Since the numerical solution c’ will remain undefined 
at points outside the closure of the region, the equation of the backward solve will be replaced 
by the modified equation 
Z*v+9U=w. (3.6) 
Again, ~8 is chosen in such a way that, to first order of accuracy, (3.6) will be equivalent to 
%*u=w-hgu, (3.7) 
where 9 is some normal derivative operator and .G$u can thus be expressed by specified 
Neumann boundary data. 
Finally, at points on the “west-fringe” defined by {(i, 2); 2 < i 6 n + l), a correction must be 
added to the right-hand side of the equation for the forward solve even though at these points 
the full untruncated operator _Y is used. This is the case because the factorable operator on 
the left-hand side is not M=_.%Y but rather 
‘J&Y* =L?$Y+LY&*, (3.8) 
where L?r := I - bEL1 and _Yt, := -cE;’ represent the “fringe-portion” and “boundary-por- 
tion” of _.P’, respectively, and where ?Y= zY* +9 on the boundary in accordance with (3.6). 
Since the consistent discretization operating on the boundary is not JZ’ * but JZ’ =L?‘% =_.~rg + 
Pb(%* +9’), the factored difference equations on the west-fringe take the form 
_Pw = r’ := r - h_P,,gu, zlv=w, (3.9) 
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Fig. 3.3. Operator composition, west boundary. Fig. 3.4. Modification of Z-stencil, west boundary. 
where h&Bu is a consistent replacement of 9~ by known Neumann data. In the following, a 
few of the various Neumann-type boundary discretizations are derived in detail. Others are 
produced in a similar manner. 
At a generic Neumann point on the north boundary ((1, j); 3 <j <n}, we define the 
composite operator as shown in Fig. 3.2. Here, 
D = a,,_,c, E = a +fo,-lc, F=f, 
G = -go,-lc, H=g-e,,_,c, J= -l+e, 
(3 JO) 
and the recurrence relations derived from the consistency constraints * (2.4) and (2.5) are 
1 
’ = (a -g),,-, ’ 
f = a,,-,c, g = (e + 2g),,-,c, 
(3.11) 
e = 2 -go,_lc, a = 2 +f+ (a -f)O,_lc. 
The difference equation _&‘u = r becomes replaced by 
_!Ztw=r’:=r-2h;, zLv=w. (3.12) 
One observes computationally that the solution of (3.11) tends to the steady state c, = 3, 
fm=gm=e,= +, and a,= i, and thus M-+L& where D,=F,= +, G,= - +, H,= 1, J,= i 
and Em = 5 as j becomes “large”. 
Next consider a point on the west boundary {(i, 1); 2 < i G n}. Here we write the composition 
as shown in Fig. 3.3. We get the composition rules 
B=a b -l,o 7 C = -f-l,,+, D=a-g_l,ob, 
E = a + e_,,,b, F=f-(Y, H=g, J=e. 
The consistency constraints lead to the recurrence relations 
(3.13) 
1 
b = (a -f)-LO ’ 
g=f b -l,o ) ct. = 1 -g +g_I,Ob, (3.14) 
e=l-g, f=1+a+g, a=2+e+(a-e)_,,,b. 
* Note that S_, = - 1 is satisfied directly by the ansatz of Fig. 3.2. 
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The factored form of the difference equation is 
all 
_Ytw = r’ := r - 2hcuG, 2lU=W. (3.15) 
The second equation of (3.15) governing the backward solve must be modified further because 
the operator Z! shown in Fig. 3.3 picks up a data outside of the region. To circumvent this 
problem, consider the identity shown in Fig. 3.4. We can rewrite the composite difference 
equation in the form 
&v =_Y&J =_Y$Y* u +_Y~L8v) (3.16) 
where v =uil, and can use 2hgi,l(~u/dy)i+,,, 
PfBu thus becomes replaced by 
as a consistent replacement of .9’ui,,. The term 
and in their final form the factored difference equations become 
(3.17) 
Assume the five-point star discretization is used at the north-west corner (1, 1) as shown in 
Fig. 3.5. In this case b = c = 0, e = f = 2 and a = 4. Then if all points on the west boundary are 
Neumann points, the recurrence relations (3.14) have the following closed-form solution: b,,, 
= +, bi,l = 1, i > 3, gi,l = i - 1, (Y~,~ = 0, e, 1 = 2 -i, fi,l = i and ai 1 = 1 + i, i > 2. Thus, in 
contrast to the behavior on the north boundary where the operator composition at Neumann 
points remains bounded, the solution of the recurrence relations governing Neumann points on 
the west boundary exhibits a linear growth which, for the Dirichlet problem studied in [5] 
characterized the behavior of the operator entries along the diagonals i = j + const., j increas- 
ing. It is observed computationally that, in spite of this mild instability along the west boundary, 
the overall growth of the operator entries in the present treatment of the mixed boundary value 
problem with respect to i and/or j is y10 faster than linear. 
Consider now a point of the east boundary {(i, n + 1); 2 < i <n}. Here the general composi- 
tion rules (2.6) apply since the -Y-operator need not be truncated. However, a replacement of 
the %-operator again becomes necessary, as shown in Fig. 3.6. So, 
A* =L?$Y* +_E?,ZY/, (3.18) 
where .L?~ := 1 - bE;’ and Pi := -cE; ’ denote the boundary and interior portions of 9. 
~-LOCATION OF+KIUNMRY+ 
Fig. 3.5. Operator composition, north-west corner. Fig. 3.6. Modification of %-stencil, east boundary. 
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Fig. 3.8. Modification of %-stencil, south-west corner. 
Using the derivative replacement for &X5’, we arrive at the final factored form of the difference 
equation at (i, II + 1): 
_Yw~,~+, = Y~,~+, + 2h 
(3.19) 
Next consider a point (n + 1, j), 3 <j < n, on the south boundary. Here we replace %! as 
shown in Fig. 3.7. A small calculation leads to the factored difference equations 
9wn+l,j = rn+l,j 





-' e"'l dX n+l,j-1 
+ go,- 1- 
aX n+l,j-2 
(3.20) 
Finally, as an example of a corner Neumann point, consider the south-west corner (n + 1, 1). 
Here the relations (3.14) valid on the west boundary are used to produce the entries of _E: and 
ZY and (3.15) holds. At (n, 11, ZY becomes replaced by yi(* as shown in Fig. 3.4. At (n + 1, 11, 
on the other hand, we use the modification shown in Fig. 3.8. The diagonal central difference 
in LB is replaced by -2h,g(au/an), where 12 = 2 -l/2 X (1, - 1) represents the outer “normal” 
in the south-west direction and h, = ah the diagonal step size. Thus au/&z = 2-1/2[au/ax - 
au/ay] and the above expression becomes 2hg[du/dy - au/ax]. Putting all ingredients to- 
gether, one arrives at the factored difference equations for the point (n + 1, 1): 
qw,,,,, = r,+1,1+ 32 (e +ng 
[ 1 
au 
+ (kI,o-P3)T& 7 
n+l,l I 1 n+l,l 
~/*Un+l,l =wn+1,1, 
where %* is defined in Fig. 3.8. 
4. Starting procedure for the backward solve 
(3.21) 
The values of the final numerical solution u are obtained from those of the intermediate 
variable w by solving the difference equation Zzcu = w. In general this is done recursively (a) 
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Fig. 4.1. Coupled equations of backward solve along Fig. 6.1. Distribution of mixed boundary conditions for 
south boundary. test problems. 
P3 
along grid rows in decreasing column order j, and (b) from grid row to grid row in decreasing 
row order i. However, because of the two-sided nature of the Z-templets in the y-direction, the 
backward solve for problems with Neumann conditions on the south and/or east boundaries is 
not self-starting. The main modification required to get it started involves the grid points on the 
south boundary (i = y1 + 1) and “south fringe” (i = n). The relations governing u at those points 
form a coupled system of 2(n + 1) equations (at most) for equally many unknowns. If we 
number the unknowns and write the equations in the order (n, 11, (n + 1, l), (n, 21, (n + 
1, 2),...,( n, y1 + 11, (n + 1, IZ + 11, then the resulting linear algebraic system is as shown in Fig. 
4.1. 
The coefficient matrix of this system is banded with a bandwidth of 6. This system can thus 
be solved by elimination with an operations count and storage requirement of O(n). This is 
negligibly small compared to the overall complexity of the algorithm (i.e., the recursive 
construction of the factor operators and the forward and backward solves), which is at least 
O(n*). Thus the starting procedure on the south boundary does not significantly slow down the 
algorithm. 
Having produced the values of u for i = y1 and i = n + 1 by solving the system of Fig. 4.1, the 
remaining solution values are obtained one at a time in decreasing order of i, and for each i in 
decreasing order of j, except ~~~~~ and L’~,~ + , for 1 G i G n - 1. These two values satisfy the 2 x 2 
system 
ui,nL1i,n -fi#i,n+l = wir,n ‘= w,,n + ei,n”,+l,n +gi,n”i+l,n-17 
-fi,n+IL’i,n +ai,n+lUi,n+l =Wil,n+l ‘=w,,n+l +ei.n+lui+l,n+17 
which is again solved by elimination. 
(4.1) 
5. A simple acceleration scheme 
The acceleration scheme proposed in [4] is based on the following idea: given an integer 
parameter p > 1, form linear combinations of the p + 1 iterates ukPp, ukPp+‘, . . . , uk produced 
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by the refinement scheme (1.51, i.e., 
=k := k =p, p + I,..., 
K=O 
with coefficients (Y, depending on k and satisfying 
&,=l. 
K=O 
From (1.5) it then follows that 
(5.1) 
(5 4 
82, = -fik + q, (5.3) 
where azk := zk+ 1 - zk, K := M-9 and q := M-‘r. To arrange for the sequence (zk} to 
converge fast, the parameters CY, are chosen in such a way as to minimize 11 Szk 11;. It is shown 
in [4] that this is equivalent to minimizing 11 I+!J 11; over the (Y,, where 
(5 4 
fc=O 
subject to (5.2). This latter constrained minimization problem can be solved by introducing a 
Lagrange multiplier A. The coefficients CY, and A then satisfy the equations 
Vk-P+K *8Vk-p+“)CU, + A = 0, K = 0,. . . , p, &x,-l. (5.5) 
u=o K=O 
6. Nimerical results 
The algorithm presented in this paper was applied to three test problems on the square 
region 3 of Fig. 3.1, referred to hereafter by Problems Pl, P2 and P3, all of which, by definition, 
have the same exact solution, namely 
u = exp(0.5 x + 0.3 y), (6.1) 
but different distributions of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, specified by the 
integer parameters 1, m, p, q, Y, S, t and z, which -are defined “pictorially” in Fig. 3.1 (e.g., 
1 + 1 and m number the first and last Dirichlet points on the “north” boundary, and similarly 
for the other pairs). In changing h these parameters are adjusted in such a way that the 
changeover points remain at one and the same physical location. Problem Pl is the pure 
Dirichlet problem. The distribution of Dirichlet (D) and Neumann (N) conditions for Problems 
P2 and P3 is indicated in Fig. 6.1 by bold and nonbold boundary segments, respectively. The 
main theme of the numerical experiments is to relate the results of the mixed boundary value 
problems P2 and P3 to those of the Dirichlet problem Pl. 
3 Recall the assumptions stated at the beginning of Section 3 which are made for simplicity of the presentation. 
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Fig. 6.2. Local and global preconditioner errors. (1) 
Global errors, Problem Pl; (2) Global errors, Problem 
P2; (3) Local errors, Problem Pl; (4) Local errors, 
Problem P2. 
10-6’ I ’ I ’ I ’ I ’ b ’ I I I_ 
0 IO 20 30 40 50 60 70 
k 
Fig. 6.3. Convergence errors and global truncation 
errors of the five-point star, Problem Pl. (la) Conver- 
gence errors, n = 10; (lb) Truncation error, n = 10; (2a) 
Convergence errors, n = 20; (2b) Truncation error, 
n = 20; (3a) Convergence errors, II = 30; (3b) Trunca- 
tion error, II = 30. 
In all cases, the iterative refinement scheme (1.5) was started from an initial guess Y’ 
produced by the preconditioner itself, i.e., it satisfies 
MvO = SO, (6.2) 
where the components of so are the values of the right-hand sides of the factorable difference 
equations derived in Section 3. The errors shown in Figs. 6.2-6.10 represent /,-norms of the 
error vectors whose components are the errors at each grid point. The following types of errors 
are represented. 
(1) The global errors ek of the k th iterates, defined by ek = II eCk) II m where 
& := vk-“, k=O, l,... . 
(2) The local preconditioner errors, defined by 1’ := II 1’ II ,-_, with 
lO:=Mu --so. 
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Fig. 6.4. Convergence errors and global truncation 
errors of the five-point star, Problem P2 (same inter- 
pretation as for Fig. 6.3). 
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Fig. 6.5. Convergence errors and global truncation 
errors of the five-point star, Problem P3. (la) Conver- 
gence errors, n = 10; (lb) Truncation error, n = 10; (2a) 
Convergence errors, n = 20; (2b) Truncation error, 
n = 20. 
and where v represents the limit of the sequence (vk}, satisfying (1.1). This limit, the discrete 
solution of the FPS discretization, is computed approximately by carrying out a “sufficiently 
large” number of iteration steps. 
(4) The convergence errors of the iteration, defined by ck = ]I ck ]I a, 
Ck := “k - LJ (6.6) 
The giobal and local preconditioner errors e, and 1, for Problems Pl and P2 are shown in 
Fig. 6.2. Even though the preconditioner operators are not globally consistent, the global errors 
e, are reasonably small for both problems. But because of this lack of consistency, the 
preconditioner solution Y’ does not converge to u as h + 0. In fact, e, obviously tends to a 
finite limit as n = l/h + 03. The same observation was made for Dirichlet problems in 
analyzing the algorithms given in [5]. It was shown there that the local errors, too, tended to 
finite limits. In the present case the local errors decrease initially but they again appear to 
“level out” as y1 gets large. The reason for the lack of convergence lies of course in the mild 
instability affecting the construction of the A-operators, as mentioned in the Introduction. But 
the fact that the qualitative behavior of the curves for Problems Pl and P2 is the same 
indirectly confirms that the loss of consistency for the mixed problem P2 is not any worse than 
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Fig. 6.6. Convergence acceleration, Problem P2, II = 10. Fig. 6.7. Convergence acceleration, Problem P2, n = 20. 
(1) Unaccelerated iteration; (2) Accelerated iteration, (1) Unaccelerated iteration; (2) Accelerated iteration, 
p= 3; (3) Accelerated iteration, p = 5; (4) Truncation p = 3; (3) Accelerated iteration, p = 5; (4) Accelerated 
error, five-point star. iteration, p = 7; (5) Truncation error, five-point star. 
for the Dirichlet problem Pl, i.e., just one order in h. A final observation about Fig. 6.2 is that 
the errors for the mixed boundary value problem P2 are not much larger than for the Dirichlet 
problem Pl. 
Figure 6.3 shows the dependence on the iteration count k of the convergence errors ck of 
the iteration (1.5) for the Dirichlet problem Pl and for various values of ~1. This iteration 
obviously converges. Initially, at high error levels (small k), the convergence is very fast and 
then slows down as the error is reduced. For each n, the truncation error level e(n) of the FPS 
discretization is indicated, and its intersection point with the corresponding convergence error 
curve is marked by @. Practically it is of course useless to continue the iteration beyond that 
point (i.e., after c,(n) has become smaller than the FPS truncation error e(n)>. In this sense the 
high convergence rates observed at the beginning of the iteration are particularly significant. 
The dependence on y1 of the convergence of the iteration scheme (1.5) may be characterized 
as follows. Initially, for small enough k, the error curves practically “run parallel” to each 
other, i.e., the difference between ek for different y1 is approximately constant. The slight 
upward shift from one YE to a larger IZ+ is due mainly to the slow increase of e’(n) shown in 
Fig. 6.2, which in Fig. 6.3 is represented by the intercept with the vertical axis. For larger n, as 
e’(n) approaches its “asymptotic level,” this shift becomes smaller and smaller and, in 
accordance with this, the curves of Fig. 6.3 practically coincide for small k. For any given pair n, 
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Fig. 6.8. Convergence acceleration, Problem P2, n = 30. Fig. 6.9. Convergence acceleration, Problem P3, n = 10. 
(1) Unaccelerated iteration; (2) Accelerated iteration, (1) Unaccelerated; (2) Accelerated, p = 3; (3) Acceler- 
p = 3; (3) Accelerated iteration, p = 7; (4) Accelerated ated, p = 5; (4) Accelerated, p = 7; (5) Truncation 
iteration, p = 10; (5) Truncation error, five-point star. error, five-point star. 
n+, the error curve for Al+ begins to separate from that associated with n below some error 
level e,(n) (from some iteration number k,(n) on) which decreases (increases) with IZ, the curve 
for y1+ being above that associated with n. However, as shown for the pairs (20, 30) and (30, 
40), e,(n) seems to be at or below the truncation error e(n)and thus this separation is rather 
unimportant. This finding may also be interpreted as follows. Given any fixed error level e, 
there exists n&e) such that for all n 2 n&e) we have e(n) < e. For all these n, the error 
curves c,(n) appear to coincide approximately down to the error level e. This means that the 
cost of computing a discrete solution of specified fiwed accuracy (as measured by the number of 
iteration steps required to reduce the error to the level e) seems to be approximately 
independent of n. This is in contrast to the behavior of other algorithms of similar type. For 
example, for the MICCG algorithms [2] this cost is O(n’/*). However, for the present 
algorithm, the average rate of decay down to the truncation error level of the five-point star is 
not independent of II. 
In Fig. 6.4 we show the decay of the iteration errors ck for the mixed boundary value 
problem P2. Clearly, this problem is more difficult to solve than the Dirichlet problem Pl. The 
errors are greater in magnitude, and the convergence is slower and not monotone. Neverthe- 
less, the observations made for Problem Pl in the previous paragraph by and large seem to be 
valid for Problem P2 as well. Problem P3, whose errors are plotted in Fig. 6.5, is even more 
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Fig. 6.10. Convergence acceleration, Problem P3, it = 20. (1) Unaccelerated; (2) Accelerated, p = 7; (3) Truncation 
error, five-point star. 
difficult than Problem P2. (Note that for Problem P3 a larger portion of the boundary carries 
Neumann conditions than for Problem P2.) 
In Figs. 6.6-6.8, the convergence errors are shown for n = 10, 20 and 30, respectively. In 
each figure, the errors for the unaccelerated iteration (1.5) are compared to those produced by 
the acceleration scheme of [4] which is summarized in Section 5. This scheme does speed up 
the iteration. However, for relatively small II (n = 10, 201, the improvement is mainly below the 
truncation error level and is thus not practically important. Only for y1 = 30 (and presumable 
for larger n) does there seem to be a small to moderate improvement in the number of 
iteration steps needed to reach the truncation error level. The same is true for the acceleration 
of the iteration in solving Problem P3 which, for y1 = 10 and 20, is depicted in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, 
respectively. 
In summary we may say that, qualitatively, the interesting convergence properties observed 
for Dirichlet problems in [5] and in this paper do carry over to mixed boundary value problems 
and the approach presented here provides a fast and efficient way of solving the more difficult 
problems of the latter type. 
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